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Abstract— In Optical Projection Tomography (OPT), if the
rotational center deviates from the central line of the image and
this offset is not corrected during the reconstruction, serious
blurring will happen in the final 3-dimensional (3D) result.
Therefore, the high-precision rotational center location method
is very important for OPT. However, existing methods are
inconvenient because they need active participation during the
location process. Thus, the automated and fast rotational center
location method is in great demand. In preliminary work, we
proposed an automated rotational center location method which
consisted of a high Specimen Signal Intensity (SSI) sinogram
selection and a coarse-fine search. Our method had an accuracy
of about 1/4 pixel. However, further robustness analysis of our
method is lacking. In this paper, we have investigated its location
errors on sinograms with various SSIs and analyzed whether
it was effective to use high SSI sinograms for rotational center
location. Moreover, we have also discussed the relationship
between location errors and the starting rotational angles. The
experimental results showed that our coarse-fine method was
robust under different starting angles. Meanwhile, the high SSI
sinogram selection scheme improved the location precision.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPT provides 3D high-resolution images of a small spec-

imen (between 1mm-10mm, depending on the transparency

of the specimen) [1]. OPT has two imaging modes, the

transmission mode [2] and the emission mode [3]. In the

transmission mode, the light absorption coefficient of the

specimen is measured. While in the emission mode, the

fluorescence emission signal is recorded. OPT has been

applied to both ex vivo [4] and in vivo specimens [5].

In the OPT, the rotational center position is very essential

for high quality 3D reconstruction. If the rotational center

offset is incorrect during reconstruction, the final 3D result
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will be seriously blurred. The image blurring level depends

on the error between the true rotational center position and

the position used for the reconstruction. Therefore, it is nec-

essary to locate the rotational center before reconstruction.

There are lots of methods to locate the rotational center [6],

[7], [8]. However, these methods are not convenient because

they need either special structures in the specimens or active

participation during the location process. In preliminary

work, we have developed an automated rotational center

location method (coarse-fine method [9]). The experimental

results showed that the coarse-fine method had a precision

of 1/4 pixel. However, we have not thoroughly evaluated the

robustness of the method. In this paper, we have analyzed its

location errors on sinograms with various SSIs. Moreover,

we have also discussed the relationship between location

errors and the starting rotational angles.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we present

an overview of the OPT reconstruction and the coarse-fine

location method. Section III includes a detailed analysis

of our method. Finally, the discussion and conclusions are

covered in Section IV.

II. BASIC THEORY

A. OPT Imaging

In transmission OPT we assume that light transmitted

through the tissue under inspection follows Beer’s law. Given

a homogeneous light beam (see Fig. 1(a)), Beer’s law is

represented by

I1 = I0e−
∫ r1

r0
a(r)dr (1)

where a(r) is the absorption coefficient (or the transport

coefficient in the presence of scattering) of the medium and

r is the distance traveled by the beam. I0 and I1 are the

light intensities at r0 and r1 respectively. The purpose of

OPT imaging is to obtain the absorption coefficient a(r)
of the sample (in the case of fluorescence, this can be

approximated as negative absorption – note that in doing so

we are neglecting that fluorophores emit as point sources

[10]), which can be used to distinguish different tissues.

Furthermore, the concept of 1D projection from 2D functions

can be described as a 2D Radon transform, which has played

a fundamental role in the reconstruction of X-ray Computed

Tomography (CT) and now OPT. The transmission OPT

geometry is shown in Fig. 1(b), where f (x,y) represents

the light attenuation coefficient of the specimen and g(s,γ)
represents the measurement at the detector. The OPT imaging

process is a Radon transform which integrates f (x,y) to
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Fig. 1. Parallel-beam OPT imaging. (a) Beer’s law. (b) Radon transform
and parallel-beam geometry.

g(s,γ). The OPT reconstruction is an inverse Radon trans-

form calculating f (x,y) with the known g(s,γ).
The Filtered Back-Projection (FBP) is the most commonly

used reconstruction method which is

f (x,y) =
1

2

∫ 2π

0
dγ

∫ +∞

−∞

|ν |G(ν ,γ)e j2πνtdν |t=xcosγ+ysinγ

(2)

where G(ν ,γ) is the Fourier transform of projection measure-

ment g(s,γ) at a fixed angle γ , and |ν | is a ramp filter applied

in the Fourier domain. The FBP equation includes a double

integral: the inner integral represents a ramp filtering of the

projection measurement, while the outer integral represents

the back-projection over all of the measurement angles. The

FBP method can be effective when the scattering is low;

meanwhile there are enough measurement angles. However,

if the center of the rotation deviates from the center of the

detector and it is not corrected before reconstruction, the

FBP results will be seriously blurred. As shown in Fig. 1(b),

Oc is the rotational center and sc is Oc’s projection on the

detector. sd is the center of detector. In order to avoid blurring

and obtain the best possible reconstruction, the displacement

between sd and sc (the rotational center position mentioned

in this paper) should be found prior to reconstruction.

B. Coarse-fine Search Method

In reference [9], we proposed a coarse-fine method to

locate the rotational center automatically. The coarse-fine

method includes three steps which are high SSI sinogram

selection, coarse rotational center search, and fine rotational

center search.

In the first step, we selected the sinograms with high SSI

for the rotational center location. The SSI was defined to

identify which sinograms had good quality for the rotational

center search. The SSIs were calculated by using only two

perpendicular projection views (0o and 90o). During the

SSI calculation, we first segmented the specimen from the

two projection views with an automated threshold. Then,

the SSI of a sinogram was calculated as the sum of the

specimen pixel numbers in the sinogram’s corresponding

rows in the two projection views. In our coarse-fine method,

10 sinograms with the highest SSI were selected for the

further center location procedure.

In the second step, the center of mass method [11] was

used to calculate the coarse rotational center position, known

as scoarse, for each selected sinogram. Then, we averaged

all coarse positions and obtained an average position scoarse.

This position was close to the true position but not accurate

enough. Therefore, scoarse was used as an initial center

position in the next step.

In the final step, the variance method [6] was used to locate

the rotational center. For each sinogram, we set a search

region of 40 pixels around the initial position scoarse with a

search step of 1/8 image pixel. Then, we reconstructed this

sinogram several times with all center position candidates

in the search region and calculated the variance of the

reconstructed images. The position with the greatest variance

was the fine rotational center position known as s f ine in this

sinogram. Finally, all the s f ine were averaged to generate the

final rotational center position s f ine.

III. ANALYSIS

In our coarse-fine method, the sinograms used for locating

the rotational center position were selected by evaluating

their SSIs. It is necessary to analyze the relationship between

location errors and SSIs. Besides, in our method, the starting

rotational angle was 0o and the SSIs were calculated using

0o and 90o projection views. It is important to investigate

whether our method is robust with different starting rotational

angles. In the following subsections, we will discuss SSI,

starting rotational angle, and location error.

The following experiments were based on an in vivo

experiment with our OPT setup (details of the OPT setup

are shown in [9]). In the experiment, we acquired a fluo-

rescence dataset on a Drosophila melanogaster pupa which

expressed Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). 330 projection

views spanning 360o were acquired with each view 500×500

in size. Note that, the rotational center position was tuned to

225 pixels which was 25 pixels off the detector center.

A. The Relationship Between SSI and Location Error

We have investigated the relationship between location

errors and SSIs by using the Drosophila melanogaster pupa

dataset. We performed the coarse-fine search on all sino-

grams rather than only on selected sinograms, and the fine

location on a sinogram using the coarse result scoarse on

that sinogram as the initial value instead of scoarse. Then,

we recorded both the coarse center position scoarse and fine

center position s f ine of each sinogram. On the other hand,

we adopted 0o and 90o images to evaluate the SSI curve

of all sinograms. Figure 2 shows the relationship between

SSI and the location result, where (a) shows the coarse

rotational center position, fine rotational center position and

the true position of each sinogram, (b) shows the SSI of each

sinogram, and (c) shows the location errors of the fine search.

For the coarse search results, we see that the coarse search

error of high SSI sinograms (the top 50% SSIs in the SSI

curve in Fig. 2(b)) were less than 5 pixels in Fig. 2(a), which
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were suitable for further fine center search. However, for

the sinograms with the bottom 50% SSIs, the coarse search

error could be as bad as 20 pixels (see Fig. 2(a)), due to

the fact that these sinograms had no information about the

specimen. In comparison, the location error while using a fine

search was less than 5 pixels even on low SSI sinograms,

which illustrated that the coarse-fine search method could

improve the location accuracy even under conditions of very

low signal to noise ratios. When considering the high SSI

sinograms (the top 50% in Fig. 2(b)), the fine search had

much higher accuracy yielding errors of less than 1 pixel.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c), where we see

that there is a direct correlation between higher SSI values

and lower location errors, pointing to the fact that combining

a high SSI selection prior to the rotational center search can

greatly improve accuracy.

B. Location Results with Different Starting Rotational An-

gles

We calculated the SSI using the 0o and 90o images in

[9]. If the starting rotational angle changed, it was possible

that the SSI values would change and the sinogram selection

step could find different sinograms for the rotational center

location. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the sensitivity

of our method to the starting rotational angle. We also

investigated the relationship between location error and the

initial angle using the Drosophila melanogaster pupa dataset,

choosing 246 projections between 0o to 270o as the initial

angles, performing with each starting angle a SSI calculation,

sinogram selection and center search. The results of the SSI

curves, sinogram selection and location errors are shown

in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a), we drew all 246 SSI curves in a

figure which shows a significant banded structure. Note that

the deviation is narrow which illustrates that SSI curves

with different starting angles have a similar shape. For each

SSI curve, we found the sinogram number with the highest

SSI. Fig. 3(b) shows the sinogram number vs. the starting

angle, where we see that the sinogram number varies from

225 to 266 having a repetition frequency of 90o which

illustrates that the sinogram selection step is sensitive to the

initial rotational angle. After sinogram selection, we tested

the coarse-fine search on both one highest SSI sinogram

and 10 highest SSI sinograms to find whether the coarse-

fine search is sensitive to the initial angle. The coarse-fine

search results on the highest SSI sinogram are displayed in

Fig. 3(c), which shows the location error vs. the starting

rotational angle yielding a maximum error of 0.2396 pixels

(less than 1/4 pixel). Although the centering error was more

than 1/8 pixel, it took only 0.35s to locate the center on one

sinogram. In addition, we performed a coarse-fine search on

10 highest SSI sinograms (see Fig. 3(d)) where we found that

the maximum error was less than 1/8 pixel. This procedure

for 10 sinograms took 3.2s. In summary, the center search

on one highest SSI sinogram is fast but more sensitive to the

starting angle, while the center search on 10 sinograms used

the average center position and was therefore less sensitive

to the initial angle, albeit more time-consuming.

(a)
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(b) 28%
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the SSI curve and the location results on the
Drosophila melanogaster dataset. (a) Location results for each sinogram.
(b) SSI curve. (c) Fine location error vs. sinogram.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have thoroughly evaluated our coarse-

fine method where the SSI and the starting rotational angle

were mainly considered. By performing coarse-fine centering

on all sinograms, we investigated the relationship between

location error and SSI. The experimental results illustrated

that our coarse-fine search on a sinogram with high SSI

(e.g. top 50% sinograms in SSI curve) had a high location

precision (less than 1 pixel). While for the sinograms with

low SSI (the bottom 50% SSIs), the location error could be

5 pixels or even larger. It can be proven that there is a direct

correlation between higher SSI values and lower location

errors. Therefore, the sinogram selection step can improve

the accuracy of the coarse-fine method. We also performed a

coarse-fine search by using various starting rotational angles
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Fig. 3. Relationship between location results and starting rotational angles.
(a) 246 SSI curves with different starting angles. (b) sinogram number of the
highest SSI with different starting angles. (c) location error on one sinogram
vs. starting angle. (d) location error on 10 sinograms vs. starting angle.

(from 0o to 270o). Although the selected sinogram with the

highest SSI was sensitive to the starting angle (it varied

between 40 sinograms), the final location errors were still

less than 1/4 pixel on the highest SSI sinogram. If we chose

10 highest SSI sinograms, the precision would be about 1/8

pixel.

Although the coarse-fine method showed a good robust-

ness, there is still room for improvement. In the future, the

rotational center location method with truncated data needs

to be studied because truncation often happens when imaging

large specimens. Besides, tilt of the rotational stage is another

problem that needs to be studied, because the tiny tilt of the

rotational stage is often inevitable, especially for the OPT

imaging system. A possible solution for the tilt is matching

the rotational center curve of all sinograms. The tilt angle of

the curve will be approximately the same as the tilt angle of

the rotational stage.
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